A Study of Adaptive Cruise Control System to Improve Fuel Efficiency
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Abstract - This paper presents modelling and control strategy of adaptive cruise control system. The algorithm utilize the information of subject and target vehicles to against waste energy. The Control strategy operates to follow the preceding vehicle with the optimal fuel consumption speed trajectory while the target vehicle is in the control distance range. This algorithm focuses on reducing unnecessary acceleration and deceleration. The simulation is conducted by Matlab/Simulink® and CarSim® simulator to verify its effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

As globally increasing interest in environmental and energy issues, research in many field is being achieved a resolution of energy saving and environmental problems simultaneously improving fuel efficiency of automotive. Preceding studies have showed that high emission rates connected to the using fossil fuels and road traffic strongly affect the air quality in urban areas [1], [2]. In particular, for dealing with the problems, it is researched in its field to improve fuel economy of existing gasoline and diesel vehicles. There are important parts to develop a new material for reduction weight of chassis and to design vehicles shape for lower air resistance. [3], [4] Also industries try to find other systems for efficiency such as CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission) to be able to control engine speed on the optimal operation line. [5] In addition, hydrogen and electric vehicles have been developed and become wide spread as alternative conventional one with emissions of carbon dioxide (CO₂) which causes greenhouse gas. [6], [7]

Despite these efforts, however, these studies are hard to apply in most vehicles because of high cost to develop new material or limit of structural problems. It is effective method improving fuel efficiency of vehicle not to only develop new system, but also controlling vehicle speed, acceleration and braking to against waste energy on the road. In this study, new vehicle speed control strategy is suggested based on the adaptive cruise control system. This system is automatically adjusting the subject vehicle speed to maintain safe distance from preceding vehicle.

An adaptive cruise control system is an extension of a cruise control system in conventional vehicles. [8] This system, generally, focus on following performance and keep the distance between subject and target vehicle while existing a vehicle ahead. The control algorithm in this paper suggests to change the reactivity depending on current circumstance of subject and target vehicle with flexible distance to maintain of safety.
2. Control Algorithm

The control algorithm in this paper is based on optimal control algorithm, linear quadratic regulation (LQR), so both errors and control input can be considered. One of errors is different of desired and actual relative distance and the other is relative velocity between subject and target vehicle. The control input is an acceleration of subject vehicle. This algorithm determines the optimal fuel efficiency acceleration as control input and guarantees safety.

While a vehicle accelerates rapidly, it causes more fuel consumption [9], [10]. It means that the vehicle should smoothly accelerate to improve fuel efficiency. If subject vehicle is controlled to follows target too slowly, however, it can give a room to collide when the target vehicle has emergency stop. To solve this problem, this control algorithm has variable acceleration weighting with two considered influences, relative distance and sign of target vehicle’s acceleration.

2.1. Active Linear Quadratic Regulation

Required acceleration is designed with LQR and the state equation can be written as follows:

\[ \dot{x} = Ax + Bu = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -1 \\ 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} x + \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ -1 \end{bmatrix} u \]  
(1)

\[ x^T = [x_1, x_2] = [d_d - d, v_t - v_s] \]  
(2)

The \( x \) is states matrix as error, \( u \) is control input as an acceleration of subject vehicle in Eqs. (1). The \( d_d \) is a desired distance between target and subject vehicle and it is set by Time-gap. \( d \) is an actual relative distance, \( v_t \) and \( v_s \) are each velocity of target and subject vehicle.

The goal of this optimal controller is to minimize a cost function of a state equation. The cost function contains error of relative distance and velocity as shown in Eqs. (3) below.

\[ J = \int_0^\infty (x^T Q x + u^T R u) dt \]  
(3)

The weighting matrixes \( Q \) and \( R \) are defined as below.

\[ Q = \begin{bmatrix} \rho_1 & 0 \\ 0 & \rho_2 \end{bmatrix}, R = [r] \]  
(4)

In Eqs. (4), \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \) are weighting factors of distance and velocity states, \( r \) is for control input acceleration of subject vehicle.

As the feedback input \( u = -k x \) is calculated to minimize the cost function, input acceleration can be decided by solving Eqs. (3). By Lyapunov’s second method and Riccati equation, a coefficient matrix \( K \) can be written as follows:

\[ A^T P + PA - PBR^{-1}B^T P + Q = 0 \]  
(5)

\[ K = R^{-1}B^T P \]  
(6)

The \( P \) is the value of Riccati equation on the steady state condition, so required acceleration \( a \) is shown as Eqs. (7).

\[ a = u = -K x = -k_1 \cdot (d_d - d) - k_2 (v_t - v_s) \]  
(7)

\( K \) is gain matrix of controller, and weighting matrix \( Q \) and \( R \) affect following performance, fuel efficiency and ride-quality. Therefore, it is important to choose proper factors \( \rho_1, \rho_2 \) and \( r \).

2.2. Active Weighting Factor

First, the weighting factor can be set by a sign of acceleration to against collision. While preceding vehicle is decelerating with small gap, subject vehicle has to decelerate fast to avoid crush. Another influence is a relative distance. When preceding vehicle accelerates with small relative distance, the subject
vehicle should not follow too fast because the target vehicle has possibility to decelerate soon. On the other hand, the subject vehicle has more weighting factor not to miss the target with big relative distance.

The active weighting factor map has two input, acceleration and relative distance, and output as weighting factor as Fig. 2. Fundamentally, the factor is high. If it is high enough, controller can against big acceleration. Therefore, the fuel efficiency is expected higher and following performance for preceding vehicle is lower. Using this map, however, the controller maintains safety with low weighting factor while minus acceleration of target vehicle and small distance between subject and target.

The active weighting factor map has two input, acceleration and relative distance, and output as weighting factor as Fig. 2. Fundamentally, the factor is high. If it is high enough, controller can against big acceleration. Therefore, the fuel efficiency is expected higher and following performance for preceding vehicle is lower. Using this map, however, the controller maintains safety with low weighting factor while minus acceleration of target vehicle and small distance between subject and target.

3. Simulation and Result

The optimal control with active weighting factor algorithm is simulated using Simulink® for control algorithm and CarSim® for vehicle model. The Simulink® is a simulation tool for model-based design and CarSim® is a co-simulator with vehicle dynamics. The simulation environment has set with real vehicle model and legislative driving cycle. This simulation is focused on fuel efficiency and following performance as safety side both.

3.1. Simulation Environment

A conventional SUV (Sport Utility Vehicle) using 2.2 diesel engine is modelled for controlled vehicle and FTP-75 (EPA Federal Test Procedure), commonly known as city driving cycle, is used to verify effectiveness of the algorithm. This driving cycle is not only legislative, but also frequent acceleration and deceleration are suitable for the system.

Compared controllers are simple PI controller (Proportion-Integration controller), basic LQR method with fixed weighting factor and LQR with active weighting factor. The simple PI controller is used control parameters from a preceding study by Rajamani [8]. LQR controllers with fixed factor are each designed by two different weighting factor. One of the controllers is used weighting factor for following performance and the other factor is selected for fuel efficiency because the two control goals are trade-off. Active LQR controller is adapted the map of active weighting factor as figure 2.

3.2. Simulation Result

The summary of the simulation result is showed as Table 1 and Figure 4, 5, 6. The table contains each amount of fuel used and the figures represent time-gap distance errors.

Fuel efficiency of simple PI controller is lowest as 9.95 km/L because it controls subject vehicle only to consider time-gap distance. Even the PI controller has only goal, it makes more overshoot. Thus, fuel efficiency is lower and following performance is not better than others.

Two compared LQR controllers have different character by a parameter setting. They bring about different results; the algorithms are same though. When the weighting factor $R$ is a low value and focused on following performance as LQR#1 in Table 1 and compared in figure 5, relative distance trajectory is almost same as time-gap distance. For this setting, however, affects low fuel efficiency. If $R$ factor is set a high value, the controller has higher fuel efficiency than the previous setting, but it has big distance errors.

Finally, the Active LQR controller has higher fuel efficiency than other controllers. At the same time, distance errors are much lower than LQR for fuel efficiency and similar to the others.
Table 1. Summary of the Simulation Result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simple PI</th>
<th>Basic LQR#1</th>
<th>Basic LQR#2</th>
<th>Active LQR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Consumption</td>
<td>1.017</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(kg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Efficiency</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>12.86</td>
<td>13.07</td>
<td>13.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(km/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fuel efficiency of Active LQR is improved 34.5%, 4.0%, and 2.4% from others.
- Simple PI: PI controller for normal with parameters set: $K_p=1$, $K_i=0.3$
- Basic LQR#1: LQR for following performance with parameters set: $\rho_1=1$, $\rho_2=50$, $r=1$
- Basic LQR#2: LQR for Fuel Efficiency with parameters set: $\rho_1=1$, $\rho_2=50$, $r=500$
- Active LQR: LQR for Optimal basic LQR#1 and #2 with parameters set: $\rho_1=1$, $\rho_2=50$, $r$=Map as figure 2.

4. Conclusion

This study suggests the control algorithm for improving fuel efficiency on adaptive cruise control system. The algorithm is extended using variable weighting factor from preceding study which is linear quadratic regulation. Therefore, it controls the subject vehicle to improve fuel efficiency and to keep time-gap distance from preceding vehicle at the same time. This algorithm is operating the vehicle similar to human driver being.

However, this paper arrived at the result by a limited simulation of deduction, also the driving cycle is not for adaptive cruise system. The future study will develop and verify with more exclusive driving cycle for the system. Furthermore, the real-world test is demanded for the more accuracy.
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